
OPTICAL ILLUSION SKETCHBOOK PROJECT 4 3 2 1 0

Followed Instructions (Sections and Shapes)
- Drew vanishing point and lines
- Drew at least 3 shapes
- Used a ruler for straight lines
- Added colour that alternated between spaces

Followed Instructions (Sliding Bricks)
- Drew horizontal lines
- Drew vertical lines for bricks that shifted slightly
- Used a ruler for straight lines
- Added colour that alternated between spaces

Followed Instructions (Thick and Thin Columns)
- Drew columns in the correct sizes (thick to thin)
- Changed the size of the spaces between columns
- Used a ruler for straight lines
- Added colour to the columns

Followed Instructions (Donut)
- Drew circle with at least 3 smaller circles within it
- Drew lines that spiraled out from center of circle
- Used a compass or circular object for shapes
- Added colour that alternated between spaces

Followed Instructions (Concentric Circle)
- Drew circle 
- Drew intersecting lines within circle to create illusion
- Used a compass or circular object for shapes
- Added colour that alternated between spaces

Over Effort
- How much time was spent on the work?  
- Was class time used wisely?  

Overall Neatness
- Did you use a ruler and compass?
- Was I neat in drawing, outlining, and colouring?
- Was care taken to make sure the project was neat?
- Was the project treated with respect and handled gently (project should be put away properly after each class so that it is safe)?

TOTAL (of possible 28)
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